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The Fourlh Amendme
Bad judgment

Justice William O. Douglas, sometimes known as the 80-year-old sage of the Supreme Court, seems to have been under the influence of questionable logic. "The facts strike me as being pretty clear," he said in a grainy black and white film with which he was shown in court.

Douglas’ two forces are emotional. Men in the special district are in a position to make bad judgments because they are in the special district.

The table that man was on occasion, we are told by police and people of different political beliefs, has been so...
Harmony Marks New Arms Talks

SECRETARY A. -- The Dayton lawman's appointment as the new Secretary of State for the United States is expected to receive widespread recognition in the arms control and disarmament community.

Several arms control experts believe that Secretary A. will bring new momentum to the arms control process.

Chairman of the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, noted arms control scholar, and a long-time proponent of arms control measures, Secretary A. has been a vocal advocate for arms control policies.

He has been critical of the lack of progress in the arms control process and has called for the implementation of stronger sanctions against countries that violate arms control agreements.

Secretary A.'s appointment is expected to energize the arms control community and to push for more aggressive efforts to achieve arms control goals.

In Congo

Secretary of State William P. Rogers, as announced in his address to the United Nations General Assembly, will visit Congo this week to discuss the situation in the country.

Rogers expressed concern over the situation in Congo, where violence and instability have been prevalent.

In his address, Secretary A. stressed the importance of a peaceful resolution to the conflict in Congo.

In line with this, he will meet with leaders of various factions to discuss a way forward.

Shelly Lynn Figure Salon

Highway West & Conville

Best wishes for the Seventies from your U. of I. "BLUE CHIP" agents.

Larry Walters

There aren't many rumors left today. People are mostly focused on the upcoming elections.

Joe Money

We'd like to have your email for our "Career Planning" book.

John F. Wilson, CFI, General Agent

Connecticut Mutual Life

Connecticut Mutual Life

In the United States, our goal isn't simply to sell insurance, but to help people achieve their financial goals.

Our agents are dedicated to helping our customers understand the complexities of the financial world and make informed decisions about their future.

Connecticut Mutual Life

411 Wood Road

New York, N.Y. 10022

IT'S A HARD PROPOSITION TO BEAT!

If you get the feeling you're spending too much time with the books . . . we may have the solution. Come to a course in reading efficiency that teaches you to read more than you read. Our courses emphasize study techniques, reading skills, and flexibility of time as well.

Let us demonstrate to you the dynamics of today's most comprehensive reading course in the I'm Lessalon.

MINI-LESSON SCHEDULE

TODAY at 4:30 p.m.

EVELYN WOOD

CONNECTICUT MUTUAL LIFE

READING DYNAMICS

Capital and Two East 8th St. (3 blocks south of Old Capitol)

1471-21 Desouleau Blvd Building 1-326-2416

Morgan Optical


Instant confidence in being similarly aware of fine lines or whiskers

F以其独占 

MY OWN.

Renee Danduran

The non-surgical one

Available at

Morgan Optical

That new gleam in your eye could be Contact Lenses.

It might come from our half-day course on Morgan Optical's own new style product, 875, and six extra charges.

Our Miss Gay won't change your life too long and no more than those for which you pay upwards of $800. Why should they? They're the answer. It's supply dependable to make lenses with a variety of designs and styles which can be modified to fit the individual's needs.

The $875 includes all the help, repairs and necessary

In Morgan Optical's complete course in reading efficiency, you'll find the right approach to learning.

For your copy of the "Morgan Optical's PROPOSITION," a special booklet, send the self-addressed, stamped envelope below.

200 West 14th Street, New York, N.Y. 10011

Stare at your walls.

You might learn something for a change.

Stairs are boring and learning is interesting. Throwing and participating. Everything in-between and questions present with charts and words.

Three of them.

What is a bit of true charts to end all the boredom done by university education. You have to understand of it.

But the charts can help.

The charts, and an accompanying handbook, its use your transition from print information a BLUEPRINT FOR COUNTER EDUCATION. The covered chart worksheet contains before the loss of student evaluation in a pattern created, and the student evaluated all around the world. It's a computer pre-sorted and recorded tapes. A student's own educational needs and goals.

Maurice Walin and Larry Miller, who created the charts, are two deeply concerned educators associated with the Institute of Arts in Los Angeles. Marshall Hamilton, who designed their course, is now making changes in this own screen play. Where are you?

BLUEPRINT FOR COUNTER EDUCATION

It's 377 pages, 36% of 45,000 plus 635-page handbooks, packed in over 500 copies. 

DOUBLEDAY
Faculty Council Approves Study of UI Committees

As all the Commission to study University committees has been approved by the Faculty Senate, the executive body of the Faculty Senate. The negative plan for the Commission's composition was that the Faculty Senate would have a chance to form the present space of standing University committees, and to make recommendations in the respective governing body for modifications or changes of the constitution and by-laws, staff and faculty bodies on the premises of the state.

The first step is for the Faculty Senate, Staff Council and the Board of Deans to approve the Faculty's position on the Commission to study University committees.

The goal of the study is to make the Commission to study University committees or the Board of Deans, and to make recommendations in the respective governing body for modifications or changes of the constitution and by-laws, staff and faculty bodies on the premises of the state.

The second step is for the faculty, three representatives from the Faculty Senate, the Board of Deans and the Board of Administration to form an ad hoc committee to study the present space of standing University committees, and to make recommendations to the Commission to study University committees.

The purpose of adding an ad hoc committee to the elected representatives of the Commission is to make sure that the Commission's jurisdiction is consistent with the University's constitution and by-laws. The purpose of the ad hoc committee is to make sure that the Commission's jurisdiction is consistent with the University's constitution and by-laws.

The final step is for the ad hoc committee to present its findings to the Faculty Senate, Staff Council and the Board of Deans to approve the Faculty's position on the Commission to study University committees.

The goal of the study is to make the Commission to study University committees or the Board of Deans, and to make recommendations in the respective governing body for modifications or changes of the constitution and by-laws, staff and faculty bodies on the premises of the state.
Weekend Movers
- 7:00 & 9:30

— ENDS THURSDAY! —

Women are drawn to him... damned by him... driven by him... in ways they never dreamed of!

VIVIEN LEIGH - MARLON BRANDO
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Illinois Misses Last Two Shots— 
Iowa Mark to 9-0, 83-81

In the final seconds of the game, Iowa led by two points, 81-79. However, Illinois was able to tie the game back up with a free throw from Mike Slutsky. Down to the wire, Illinois had a chance to win, but Iowa's Fred Brown made a free throw to take the lead back to 79-77. With 35 seconds remaining, Brown led the Hawks with 22 points, including a jumper off the fast break to make the score 81-79. The game ended with a rush of basketball, but Illinois was able to secure the win with a basket. 

Iowa players and Illini get the ball out of bounds. 

No. 6 Illinois. 

Iowa's defense led with one steal and two blocked shots. 

Field goal percentage: Iowa - 50%, Illinois - 46.9%

Three-point shooting: Iowa - 22.2%, Illinois - 30.8%

Rebounding: Iowa - 44 rebounds, Illinois - 38 rebounds

Turnovers: Iowa - 12, Illinois - 14

Free throws: Iowa - 31 made, Illinois - 23 made (56.5%)

The Illinois defense, led by Fred Brown, was able to prevent Iowa from scoring a basket. Brown's defense was crucial in securing the victory for the Hawks. The game was filled with intense action, and both teams played to their full potential. The final score was 81-79, with Iowa victorious. 

---

Who will it be?

The University of Iowa CREDIT UNION will be over $1,000,000 in courts by the 1st of March. 

Will you be the depositor to do it? 

U. of I. CREDIT UNION Second Floor — Old Union Building

5.5% DEPOSIT ACCOUNT 

6.0% CERTIFICATES 

The Woodmen of the World in Iowa have declared a 5.5% deposit account and a 6.0% certificate of deposit. Both accounts are available at the University of Iowa. 

---

LAWYER'S WhISKY

THE A.R.C. RALLYE. 
114 STARTERS. 
30 Finishers. 
1 Winner. 

SaaB 

(Come in, test drive a Saab and we'll see you.) 

BONNETT FOREIGN CAR SERVICE 
904 6th St., S.E. Cedar Rapids

---

Well Done Hawkeyes

Want to start in a decision-making job? 

You will be given a tough, demanding job. You may be asked to solve a difficult technical problem, or manage a group of experienced people. You will have to make your job go and achieve results. That's what our firm can do for you. 

Sign up today for an interview.

---

Iowa Takes No. 11 Position 
In Cage Poll; Drake No. 17

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Iowa moved up three places in the Cage poll released Tuesday. The Hawkeyes received all 58 first-place votes in the No. 11 spot in the weekly Cage poll, which is compiled by the Associated Press. 

---

Last 4 Days

TO ENROLL IN THE BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD "BREAKTHROUGH" PROGRAM FOR FARM BUREAU MEMBERS.

See your nearest Farm Bureau county office at Blue Cross and Blue Shield office. 

---

Iowa Misses Last Two Shots—

The Hawkeyes missed their last two shots in a narrow loss to the Illinois Fighting Illini. Iowa led by two points, 81-79, but were unable to hold onto the lead. Illinois was able to tie the game back up with a free throw from Mike Slutsky. Down to the wire, Illinois had a chance to win, but Iowa's Fred Brown made a free throw to take the lead back to 79-77. With 35 seconds remaining, Brown led the Hawks with 22 points, including a jumper off the fast break to make the score 81-79. The game ended with a rush of basketball, but Illinois was able to secure the win with a basket. 

---

Iowa's defense led with one steal and two blocked shots. 

Field goal percentage: Iowa - 50%, Illinois - 46.9%

Three-point shooting: Iowa - 22.2%, Illinois - 30.8%

Rebounding: Iowa - 44 rebounds, Illinois - 38 rebounds

Turnovers: Iowa - 12, Illinois - 14

Free throws: Iowa - 31 made, Illinois - 23 made (56.5%)

The Illinois defense, led by Fred Brown, was able to prevent Iowa from scoring a basket. Brown's defense was crucial in securing the victory for the Hawks. The game was filled with intense action, and both teams played to their full potential. The final score was 81-79, with Iowa victorious. 
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Frazier: I Want To Fight the Best

NEW YORK — Joe Frazier declared that making his way out of the shadows of former world champion Muhammad Ali was not an easy task. "It's not going to be an easy task," Frazier said.

Frazier was speaking of his upcoming bout with World Boxing Council champion Muhammad Ali, scheduled for March 8 at the Forum in Inglewood, Calif.

"I want to go out there and fight the best," Frazier said.

Frazier's lifting schedule is being followed closely by the press, who are eager to see if the former world champion, who lost his title to Ali in a 15-round decision in 1971, can regain his former glory.

Frazier, who has been training in the shadow of Ali, said he is ready for his comeback fight. "I'm ready," he said.

"I want to fight the best," Frazier repeated.

Frazier's trainer, Angelo Dundee, has said that Frazier is in the best shape of his career and that he is ready to fight.

"Frazier is in the best shape of his career," Dundee said.

Frazier's opponent, Muhammad Ali, is also ready for the fight.

"I'm ready," Ali said.

"I want to fight the best," Ali said.

Frazier and Ali have had a long history of fights, with Frazier winning the only one that mattered. Frazier defeated Ali in a 15-round decision in 1971.
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You could buy one of those small cars. But look what you don't get.

Engineering Graduates: Put yourself in our place...

...and you will find the natural gas industry offers you immediate responsibility and a wide-open future. "Our place" is a 10,000-mile-long natural gas pipeline system plus a sophisticated communications network stretching over ten states from Texas, Louisiana and Oklahoma to upper Midwest consumer areas. Our home office, with headquarters of our 2,000 employees, is in Chicago; there are three production offices in Texas and many operational units along the pipeline. At NGPL, you will work with other highly-trained people who specialize in agricultural, chemical, civil, electrical, industrial, mechanical and petroleum engineering. But you will never get lost in a crowd, for business demands individual talents and our Company rewards individual achievements. At the present time, about 80% of our management are engineers.

If you are creative enough to welcome the challenges of increasing market demands and expanding gas technology, our place is the place for you.

We would like to talk over your career plans with you. Write Chuck Rose in Chicago to arrange an interview. Or sign up for an on-campus interview (call Wed., Feb. 25 to register). Contact your placement office for time and location.

Israel: 'A Plague We Can Live With' -

Egypt Fights Attrition War

Catch it at Israel one more time that making it to Egypt is like hiking a familiar route with a new, fresh perspective. The variety of Egyptian towns and cities are like the diversity of life in our place... And in our place... But look... room now... and tandu... choice and parking brake for in our place... One of those Oklahoma ply NOVI'.

Back to Nova: America's not-too-small seller. Because Nova: America's not-too-small seller. Things will... anywhere... why Nova is such a big seller. You just can't... for states... too... small... and other... we... Our car... OK

Will the friendly lady show the way to the rape?? Find out on The Don Adams Special "Humor for the Hollywood"... brought to you by Budweiser. The King of Beers. Thursday, February 21, CBS-TV, 8 p.m. EST.

Augsburger-Bush, Inc. - St. Louis

SPRING IS AT THE STABLE

Will the friendly lady show the way to the rape?? Find out on The Don Adams Special "Humor for the Hollywood"... brought to you by Budweiser. The King of Beers. Thursday, February 21, CBS-TV, 8 p.m. EST.

Augsburger-Bush, Inc. - St. Louis

The STABLE has new fashions now. A new collection of women's fashions from the fall. The STABLE has new fashions now. A new collection of women's fashions from the fall.

Spring is BLOOMING at

The Stable

112 S. Debakey